
Why You Must Upgrade Your QuickBooks Older Version?

Using the most latest version of QuickBooks will enable you to take advantage of all of the 

software's best features.  Using that bank feed option you weren't aware of could save you a 

ton of time, depending on the version you are using. The new mobile inventory functionality 

or the personalized Advanced Reporting tools in QuickBooks Enterprise might be exactly 

what you need to quit manually importing Excel spreadsheets once and for all.   Small details 

like this can help you save time, manage stress, and keep your sanity—all things required to 

manage and expand a successful business.

New versions will include updates to every aspect, including privacy settings, security, and 

accessibility. In a world of online threats, the majority of software upgrades include up-to-

date security improvements that can significantly reduce the risk of exposing your company's 

sensitive data to online hackers. Also, you must upgrade at least every three years if you use 

any associated services, such as Intuit Payroll or Intuit Merchant Services, otherwise, such 

services won't work at all.  You may not always be aware of the risks your software was 

making until it's too late. Being proactive is preferable to having your business collapse due 

to a data leak that could have been easily avoided.

Make careful to update the software as well as the operating system when you opt to 

upgrade. T are compatible and created for one another, new works best with new. 

Compatibility between programs results in a quicker, more reliable system with fewer 

corruption or security risks with your data.

Make sure your QuickBooks software is growing with you. You will experience system failures 

if you just apply patches and add-ons that don't always function well together.  Growing a 

business is challenging enough. Don't let QuickBooks be the thing keeping you from moving 

forward. Actually, this could mean upgrading the product itself in addition to the version of 

what you are currently using. You might be using the incorrect product for where your 

business is at the moment if you find yourself complaining that this software doesn't handle 

anything our business needs or venting to the Intuit developers in the QuickBooks chat room.

The ability to rely on software that doesn't make you want to bang your head on the desk is 

maybe the most crucial benefit for your day-to-day operations.  New QuickBooks software 

updates take into account user complaints, suggestions for improvement from previous 
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versions, the latest keyboard shortcuts, and more.  Working with technology that cooperates 

with you rather than fighting with you at every turn has a lot of advantages.


